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STORMS batter Ireland, Scotland, N England +NW Eu 
 WeatherAction 3 week ahead STORM force winds warning confirmed. 
 MetO underestimated winds - failed to issue Red warnings! 

Teamwork in the Northern Storm of 5 Dec. Floods in the seaside resort New Brighton on the 
Wirral in Merseyside after high winds at high tide on the coastal road. More: 
 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2518340/Sea-walls-breached-raging-seas-hours-
BEFORE-high-tide-140mph-Arctic-winds-batter-British-coastline.html#ixzz2mdKbbi7f  
Follow: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook . 
 
THE massive deadly storm which smashed into N Ireland, Scotland, 
N England and on into S Scandinavia and the Low countries 5th & 
6th Dec was another impressive “spot-on*”, within normal 
uncertainties, vindication of WeatherAction’s solar-based Long-Range forecasting method and again found the Met Office’s Standard 
Meteorology unable to adequately grasp or warn of the power of another horrendous weather event. *Comms http://bit.ly/IfsQaV   . 
WeatherAction warned subscribers three weeks ahead of this Storm force 10/11 event which would obviously necessitate Red warnings and 
widespread banning of high-sided, or indeed ALL, vehicles from roads.  The excellent and tragic pictures in the Daily Mail – link above - show the 
deadly consequences of Met Office weakness.   Piers Corbyn, astrophysicist of WeatherAction said: “Preparations for this storm should have begun with 
Railways, roads, factories, offices and homes weeks ahead not as it was upon us.  As Craig’s careful analysis (Reader Comm via link above) suggests the 
public should be shocked that with all their massive tax-payer funded computing power and graphical skills the MetO–BBC did not see this event sooner 
and failed to issue Red warnings. In fact of course no amount of computing power can improve standard 
meteorology.  The long range forecasting and critical warnings of storm intensification (R5 and R4 periods) we do 
at WeatherAction – which gave a 23 week ahead warning of our 28-29 October Severe storm (same link) for 
example, which the MetO also under-warned ( http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews13No46.pdf ) uses 
predictable aspects of Solar Activity [note that Earth-Facing Coronal hole] – and lunar modulations”. 

~ 60yr Solar-Lunar Beat Cycle of Weather types appears again  
This successful science runs counter to the BBC-MetO CO2 warmist con which they put before their duty of care of 
public.  The MetO-BBC explanation by innuendo for extremes is of course “It’s CO2” and they think the further back 
comparable events the stronger their case. However comparing this with 1953 events gives support to the general 
~60yr solar-lunar beat cycle of similar types of weather predicted by Piers Corbyn’s Solar Lunar Action Technique. 
 


